INTESTINAL CANAL CLEANING MACHINE—The best environmental protection machine
I. History of the development of colon hydrotherapy

1.1 Intestinal Spa is one of today's international pop detoxification to improve constipation, diarrhea rectify and regulate the imbalance of intestinal flora, prevention of colorectal cancer, as well as beauty, beauty, weight loss, such as the effectiveness of the new health care approach, which as "21 of the most popular within the physical transfer of natural health therapy."

Advice for proper management of the large intestine water is a very ancient therapy treatment and restoration of health. As early as 1,500 BC ago, bags of human skin with water enema for the treatment of poisoning, dysentery, fever and other diseases, in an ancient Egyptian medical document "EberSPapyrUs" have documented the use of enema device. HippOCrateS, Galen and the stripping of these ancient Greece the most respected medical device the use of enema therapy.
With the development of science and technology, early methods of enema slowly develop into colon hydrotherapy equipment. The first in Europe and the United States, popular in a few of the rich and powerful as a means of health care, and then swept around the world, the international beauty star relied detoxification, and maintain a young and slim, affecting more and more people follow. Song Meiling uphold 30 years of colon hydrotherapy, such as day care, health and longevity, and the beautiful people often attract more attention to health colon hydrotherapy.

Also begin to pay attention to the medical profession and the use of colonoscopy in the preoperative and pre-check, replace the traditional enema, and used in colitis, constipation and other related diseases, the direct intestinal drug delivery, absorption, and quick to replace the administration of the traditional way to carry out various types of cancer adjuvant therapy.

To create a civilized modern society an increasing number of sub-health groups, people pay more attention to and acceptance of intestinal hydropathy, in China a few years, an increasing number of groups interested in water treatment and the treatment of intestinal constipation, weight loss, Paidu beauty, anti-aging. With the people's acceptance, understanding, experience the benefits of increasing emphasis on health, I believe more people will join the ranks of the health care, the choice of the spa industry is a rising-sun industry.

II. WHAT IS Hydrotherapeutics

Colon hydrotherapy is a warm water for the media, does not contain any drugs, to remove harmful intestinal old bonding material to help the colon to resume normal function of the natural therapies. Colon Hydrotherapy is accepted systemic cleansing of the potential causes of the organ, it is the best way to prevent one disease. "If you want to live longevity, often intestinal-clearing," "large intestine are the source of all diseases", Chinese and Western medical theories are useful to reveal the truth of the colon hydrotherapy.
As a result of bad eating habits, leading to harmful substances accumulated in the colon, the attachment of toxin in the intestinal wall will cause varying degrees of chronic injury. Colon hydrotherapy and intestinal wall of the intestinal fold Putrefaction of filth and toxins can play a direct role in the cleaning, not only can help you thoroughly clean Qingchang that emit toxins, but also the restoration of normal motility function, adjusting the intestinal flora. Grease and other toxins and as a result of the exclusion, the human endocrine been adjusted to improve intestinal function, which can achieve the elimination of facial form, etc. stain light-colored, acne and skin beauty, the effectiveness of the local diet.

Colon hydrotherapy is the thoroughly a method of colon cleansing. It uses filtered water heating instead of the colon cleansing chemicals into water maintained at 1.4-1.5 pounds of pressure (the colon can withstand the pressure of five pounds) into the body to help the large bowel movements, so as to open the large intestine Choi, softening and dissolved Putrefaction and siphon principle to the body's waste, Putrefaction, toxins from all the clean, comfortable and private environment to complete the whole process of colon cleansing response, at the same time, the reconstruction of the normal peristaltic rhythm of the colon muscles to help the colon back to normal contractile activity of natural therapy, because he can not use any chemical agents will not have to rely on a sense of why can be a radical improvement in physical fitness.

Most of the large intestine did not realize the person spa, the first reaction is fear and resistance, you may immediately think of when the water poured into the large intestine from the anus to the large intestine at the time of the feeling away feces. In fact, colon hydrotherapy is not a direct water under high pressure within the colon of accumulated waste away vigorously, of course, would be very painful and not feasible. In fact, the use of colon hydrotherapy water pressure, no more than a pound per square inch of pressure,
which forced more than their normal bowel movement but at a lower pressure. Furthermore, the colon length of adults of five to six-foot diameter of 2-3 inches of water pressure is so low, it can not be washed away waste in the colon.

Generally speaking, in half an hour to an hour, the fact that only 2-8 liters of water is flowing into the depths of the colon to soften the long-term accumulation of waste, dilution. Most of the water is used to promote muscle near the anus to stimulate the colon muscle contraction response, and will soften the stool to come out of the process mechanism and is no different from the normal stool because the knot is still on our own peristalsis contraction of waste discharged. Can be seen, colon hydrotherapy is a colon hydro-movement to help the colon back to normal contractile activity, it was not as most people imagine the water washing of the colon.

Heart of beauty is in everyone's. With the continuous improvement of living conditions, people's beauty has been the way to renovation. Way through the colon hydrotherapy beauty more and more people, it tie in with the use of special equipment will be attached to the Traditional Chinese Medicine the human intestinal wall body of toxins, so as to achieve the objective of beauty of beauty.

Qingchang indications: the prevention of health, constipation, diarrhea, colitis, bloating, flatulence, parasitic infections, intestinal atony, the balance of intestinal flora, bezoar obstruction disease, bad breath, hemorrhoids, such as mild, the prevention of colorectal cancer from happening.

III. Colon hydrotherapy enema What's the difference between traditional
Traditional large intestine enema is first filled with a certain amount of liquid, when patients go the toilet when they intended to discharge, when poured into it is difficult not only by patients, but also due to have caused severe embarrassment to Italy. And descending colon enema only following reperfusion, and intestinal cleansing hydrotherapy can the entire colon and remove toxins and the full restoration of the physiological functions of the colon.

The role of the traditional parts of enema

The role of intestinal site of the late treatment

The role of intestinal site of pre-therapy

**IV. Why do colon hydrotherapy**

Daily life, wash our face, brushing teeth, bathing people are used to clean the intestinal tract is often overlooked. Daily consumption of grains in the cereals, after digestion and absorption, and finally the formation of feces in the colon, accompanied by a large number of fecal bacteria and their catabolic products, a number of substances harmful to the body, including hydrogen sulfide, carbon dioxide, as well as benzene, indole, meat enzyme botulinum toxin, toxic alkali, formaldehyde and other 22 kinds of harmful substances, as well as some of the metal salts are harmful to humans. Harmful substances such as these can not be discharged in time, will be repeated absorption of the intestinal mucosa, resulting in self-poisoning, in order to speed up the body of the organ failure, especially in the large intestine motor function disorders and constipation, will lead to many diseases. Reported that within 24 hours of non-stool, the stool toxin produced by the equivalent of smoking 3 packs of cigarettes. An important means to keep in good health by detoxification, toxic waste from
the large intestine each day, several decades down the long excretory organ cleansing - colon, Putrefaction remain constant, toxins, cancer of unknown factors, resulting in the large population of harmful bacteria, a large number of toxins are not have stopped, then re-absorbed through the large intestine function, gradually led to the pollution of blood, and smell like a dirty, rotten lesions breeding the same river. Finally, the blood caused by physical deterioration of the filthy, lymph blockage, reduced immunity, liver, kidney detoxification burden of secondary hazards, uterus, ovary is also the first, resulting in invasion of cancer, harm to human health quickly. In recent years, an increasing number of scientific practice has proved that the human body by pollution generated by the phenomenon of spontaneous poisoning is the cause of all diseases.

1. Save health

The first step in the implementation of health is to eliminate the toxins, Dr. Abe study ho-chi pointed out that the disease is the main cause of corruption arising from intestinal toxin (pressure) caused by intestinal toxins will be produced by intestinal absorption into the blood, gastrointestinal function in particular, poor people have constipation, flatulence, intestinal easier to generate a large number of toxins. Will attack the very beginning detoxification organ - the liver, the liver can not fully detoxification, toxins will be circulating the whole body, as a cancer, kidney disease, heart disease, skin disease, diabetes incentives; This is because the long-term enteral corruption caused by toxins produced by of.

2. To join the ranks of preventive health care

Is directly proportional to the length of the large intestine with the height, width thick wrists, as discount irregular shape, the large intestine is the body’s largest junk removal field, in the years to stimulate the consumption of (spicy food, drink processing, chemical additives, etc.) and unhealthy habits and long-term under the pressure of a serious threat to vulnerable, and colon hydrotherapy can help you adjust the intestinal function, thereby promoting health, so most people need for colon hydrotherapy. Dr.Chauchard book in which he bluntly; Colon Hydrotherapy can smooth intestines and stimulate the intestines, the external through the rectum, the internal by the class of intestinal cell membrane and drainage for the lymphatic system, eliminate toxins, better kidney function, liver and reducing the burden, it will be the prevention of chronic, parasites, colitis; anti-aging is also indispensable.
Colorectal cancer has become the country's third leading cause of cancer deaths, according to the United States, clinical trials have proven that through the course of colon hydrotherapy can be early detection of colorectal cancer, representing a ratio of 20%; colorectal water in advanced countries has been going on for years, Up to now, has not yet been found in water treatment because of the large intestine caused by any of the cases, it can rest assured water treatment.

3. Intestinal toxins

Colon hydrotherapy main purpose is to exclude the body of toxins, in the end What toxins in the colon do? About more than 50 years ago, the British Royal Society of Medicine will be 57 at the time the doctors are the best in London held a medical conference, the theme for the physical problem of large intestine of toxins. Raised at the meeting that there were 22 that the various toxins in the colon of some of these toxins from rot caused by bacteria, when in the decomposition of protein by-product left over from the mouth, such as:

A: Ammonia, commonly known as AMMONLA: If it is in the blood through high Mianyang, the so-called "high blood ammonia," easily lead to alkalosis, the blood ammonia concentration, would undermine the ability of brain metabolism and lead to hepatic coma.

B: Indole (INDOLE): toxic substances that can cause bladder cancer.

C: Methyl indole (SKATOLE): methyl indole toxicity, including the cycle of decline and the central nervous system dysfunction if methyl indole in high concentrations in the blood can cause bad breath tone.

D: Rot ammonia (PUTRESCINE) and the body of ammonia (CADAVERINE): they can lead to low blood pressure

E: Group N (HISTAMINE) if the concentration in the blood are too high, can cause headache, neurasthenia, arrhythmia, blood pressure is too low and does not apply, such as the phenomenon of collapse.
F: (HYDROGEN SULPHIDE): hydrogen sulfide to the crucial point is the interference of the cytochrome system, resulting in congestive toxins and increase intestinal permeability. Hydrogen sulfide can cause "nerve circulatory system allowed glanzmann ".

H: (AMINO ETHYL Mercaptan): This compound has a great capacity of human blood pressure is too low.

I: (TYRAMINE): Its main impact is or high blood pressure.

J: (PHENOL): When the body after absorption of the toxin on the gastric mucosa and liver and kidney cells, etc. can cause damage.

K: (CLOSTRIDIUM PERFRINGENS ENTERTOXIN): It is produced enterotoxin poisoning.

There are 80% of the girls had a mandatory dieting phenomenon, in foreign countries, as many as 40% of students suffer from anorexia. Shows that the pursuit of "stick thin beauty" is the age group year in and year out the way people of a variety of weight loss also increased the acceptance of many. "Colon hydrotherapy" is the new wave of weight loss in this one way, by way of cleaning the colon, improve digestion and body metabolism and toxic waste superfluous to slimming effect.

4. Processed foods were easy to get fat

We usually eat a variety of meat, fish, eggs, fried and processed food, or refined sugar, coffee, tea, alcohol and spices, food additives, which have been highly processed and cooked food, the lack of the normal process of digestion enzymes needs, lack of food and fiber, to increase the time to stay in the colon. These remnants of food, a long time remain in the intestines will begin to corrupt, and as a result of contact with the colon wall than the normal length of time, so that the colon of harmful bacteria and parasites into the breeding ground, producing more toxins in the body. The existence of obesity in vivo toxin more susceptible to diseases, fatigue or weakness. Therefore, the future in the 21st century, there will be more support for the academic study of colon hydrotherapy weight loss weight women.

V. Why colon hydrotherapy can regulate intestinal bacteria with? Why colon hydrotherapy can be thin?
1. The United States, "Mayo Clinic" conducted an experiment, this experiment proved that the use of normal sterilization agent, we can not completely eliminate the bacteria in the intestines. Because the bacteria exist in the small intestine and large intestine of all places, in a healthy colon, the composition of bacteria is 85% useful and 15% Lactobacillus bad E. coli. Since we rely on the modernization of food to survive, the majority of the colon, the bacteria do not have enough of Cong, so did the large intestine hydropathy bad bacteria can be wiped clean so that bacteria have a good clean environment for breeding.

But we can not all the bacteria will be removed from the colon, since the beginning of eating, bacteria start breeding in the colon. So we need colon cleansing beneficial bacteria culture. Some scholars pointed out that in the large intestine after oral probiotics Spa is to speed up the bacteria in the body in re-breeding, on the one hand, helps digestive function; on the other hand, weight-loss and beauty. For example, just as we brush mouthwash to prevent oral hygiene and treatment, we also need to schedule make mucus nose, ears when washing ear cerumen redundant. Normal digestive process, including food from the mouth, by chewing food, move to the esophagus, stomach, duodenum, small intestine, colon, anus from the last channel. Normal digestion time should be 12-24 hours in order to ensure that food waste will not remain in the colon, or colonic wall of food-contact time is too long, resulting in waste of human re-absorption of the situation.

2. Colon hydrotherapy security

2.1 : Water quality control: the most advanced level of purification filter. The use of the local-level filtration system, in use, the local filtering through two filter purification system to ensure that the water to meet drinking water standards, short, into the body of water is drinkable water

2.2 : Pressure control: high-precision touch-point pressure control device through the chipset to control the pressure of the safety of pressure control within 10Kpa, if more than 10Kpa equipment will automatically stop the water 。
2.3 : Temperature control: temperature measuring instruments chip safety devices, apparatus, show the water temperature

VI. The use of INTESTINAL CANAL CLEANING MACHINE of operation

Colon hydrotherapy is a high-tech equipment used to conduct a comprehensive maintenance of the entire gastro-intestinal method. It is through a sophisticated design and an accurate calculation of the apparatus, with a small tube, colon hydrotherapy in the professional division of the operation, from the anus into the 3-5cm or so, and then into the warm water is purified through the water to the entire intestinal Road sub-cleansing, and colon with a professional massage, will remain in the intestinal surface over the years a variety of perishable material, to clean toxins and parasites, so that the restoration of normal intestinal physiological functions, and enhance the absorption of nutrients. Throughout the cleaning process, customers can sit on the potty sitting, no activities of any part of, water can be injected automatically into and from gastro-intestinal. On the intestinal toxins, viruses, bacteria, parasites, as well as the old, rotten, firmly attached to all kinds of dirt on the wall, all through the treatment of intestinal clearance.

1. Super energy Paidu health beauty instrument placed in the frame around the toilet or the location of user-friendly.

2. Plug in power outlet.

3. Stand-by button (standby lights).

4. Toilet will be placed in the Central Block, laminated board.

5. Pour warm water into the equipment, apparatus panel shows the temperature around 35 degrees when placed in the most appropriate. (Temperature over 40 degrees Celsius and low water level above the warning sound settings)

6. Nozzle will be connected to the anal canal, trial by the help button, and confirm the use of the water normal to normal.
7. Remove lower body clothing, sitting on the toilet, so that the upper thigh to maintain 90 degrees with the body to relax and maintain a natural body posture, not to oppress the stomach. When the water temperature reached 33-36 degrees Celsius, the intestinal cleaning operation can be carried out: The one-time inserted into the anus about gently anal 3-5CM, by the start button, after the constant temperature apparatus to deal with pure water automatically into the large intestine. When the stomach flu was Excretion strong and then help the key off in vitro Putrefaction natural. Such repeated 5-10 times or more times, when only water discharge, that is, to complete a body of environmental protection. After the water was there when the excretion of stomach flu, press the help button to stop water, hand-clockwise around the next 20 gently abdomen, abdominal sense of the disappearance of excretion, and then water again, for two or three times until a strong left abdomen anal discharge flu away, from Putrefaction. The use of ladder-type water, the colon can more quickly Putrefaction emit more thoroughly.

8. Flow can be divided into 1 (small), 2 (middle), 3 (large) volume of three.

9. Spa complete intestinal cleaning, the need to re-sit-in around 5 minutes, until the body more than water and then clean up all the row.

10. When used to help hold down the button, and then time will cease to function.

11. End row after it, clean the buttocks.

12. Used to close the power switch.

★Note: the entire intestinal cleaning process, because water will have a sense of slight abdominal distension, but are within an acceptable level. Its bloating intestinal flu cleaning work in the end, they will disappear, spa easily after the end of the body.

VII. On the large intestine and the health spa

Fecal odor, the source of human diseases! !

The body of each adult an average of 2 - 4 kg Putrefaction, and Putrefaction at least 36 kinds of
cancer-causing toxins, these toxins is a serious threat to the number one killer of beautiful skin. Accumulation in the colon of Putrefaction, Americans in general average of about 2 to as much as four kilograms, the United States the death of veteran actor John Wayne autopsy found that his abdomen on the accumulation of 20 kg of Putrefaction, and "Elvis" ventral Putrefaction build-up as much as up to 30 kg

Can you imagine the age to follow the growth of colon cleansing has never excretory organ, you will find what? Bonding material, decomposed, various bacteria and odor, in the long-term consumption of drinking water, the number of harmful substances will be deposited in vivo. When the in vivo metabolism of the colon can not keep up with the waste stored in the plot, which will cause chronic poisoning. When the spontaneous poisoning, intestinal toxins will spread through the blood to other parts of the body, and this is where many of the causes. A general lack of modern fiber intake and lack of exercise, in addition to intestinal absorption by the body of harmful bacteria, and the other organs will also be a burden easily lead to complications after a long period of time. Fiber may stimulate gastrointestinal motility and reduce fecal stagnation time in vivo, will also be a bad intestinal bacteria, and carcinogens in vitro, together out at the same time the incidence of colorectal cancer prevention. As we all know, not defecation on the bad! However, the row has not come out row, this time some people went to a pharmacy to buy laxatives to take, in fact, these are layman's method of treatment, by drug treatment because of constipation, and over time into the habit of dependence on, even to non-use of drugs can not be on the point of emission, constipation has been a considerable deterioration of hi medication should pay attention to the seriousness of the situation.

In Japan, Europe and the United States, colon hydrotherapy is many a gentleman for many years
Queen Beauty of healing. Colon hydrotherapy is harmful intestinal bacteria, Putrefaction, such as the elimination of toxins, and an effective solution to constipation problems, and then there are bacteria therapy added. This method not only the safety, health, without any discomfort, the effect of a fast-growing, more in line with the needs of the Chinese fast-food culture is the future of the next century the trend of health care.

First Lady of Song Meiling forever, as we all know she is a long life, while those who know her know that she insisted from the day after the 30-year-old colon hydrotherapy, which are done by her aide-de-camp to complete; "Peony Pavilion --- Song Meiling a true "(Feng a) This chapter V of the book" Song Meiling I serve "is described in detail in her enemahs hora somni have to replace the large, and this is her life old road to healing.

★ : Kelly stars Maria • Spa and intestinal

In addition to the hospital for plastic surgery, the Yi people, many also keep young recipe, all therapeutic, cupping, meditation art people to resort to all means, take a look at the big Hollywood star, but also a will than a health practice. Madonna days advocating "Kabbalah water" on a daily basis to drink "holy water" to live; fertilizer prices were Mariah Carey, colon hydrotherapy is used to thin detoxification; back discomfort Pat Gwyneth Luo, it is to loose by cupping on bone.

Colon Hydrotherapy was prevalent in Europe and the United States, the 34-year-old singer Guan • History of Daphne and the "butterfly" Maria • Kelly. Actor Matt Damon • To thin, willing to pay colon hydrotherapy every week Center, 3500 U.S. dollars. this therapy in vivo can be ruled out excess waste and toxins, abdomen smaller, strengthening peristalsis, promote metabolism, enhance immunity, but also improve the skin rough, pimple or spots and so on.
Previous fertilizer once Mariah Carey storm, spent a week with colorectal 120,000
Spa to thin, colon hydrotherapy is said to improve skin blotches also can increase metabolism, promote gastrointestinal motility, the effect is also very thin lower abdomen, and even Matt Damon like all.

★: Prince Charles in the United Kingdom that a clean colon hydrotherapy can treat cancer have been radiation therapy to attack expert

Prince Charles recently due to the open support of a cancer "therapy colon cleansing" and the subject of debate. This therapy is more or less: 10 cups a day to drink fruit juice, water enema therapy and weekly vitamin injections. Charles also cited a story, he knew that cancer patients have a doctor that has been long time, but this therapy after 7 years alive. However, this approach led to Charles radiotherapy, chemotherapy experts disagree with him. They warned that cancer patients do not use radiotherapy, chemotherapy and the use of this therapy is dangerous, and accused Prince Charles is, but not to the public not to promote the "right" thing.

In the United States, millions of people each year are diagnosed with cancer, many people out of traditional treatment --- the fear of radiation and chemotherapy and the search for an alternative therapy. In 1998 the United States in a Texas 450 cancer patients found in the survey, 69% of the survey used at least some kind of alternative therapy.

In fact, the use of alternative therapies is not a bad thing, every day of cancer patients using the method of cleansing the large intestine to get rid of excess toxins in vivo is not wrong, radiotherapy and chemotherapy but experts need to reflect on the reason。

※ Stars such as Hong Kong and Taiwan ZHENGYULING, Sally Yeh, snow palace, Zhang Xiaohui and many other stars in fact have to adhere to health-care beauty colon hydrotherapy.
Hong Kong, Taiwan and other cities, colon hydrotherapy what is not new, and in China in Beijing and Shanghai, colon hydrotherapy (intestinal Bath) has begun to attach importance to the health of health among the crowd quietly rising, attention to health, understanding and concern should be colon hydrotherapy.

★ : The large intestine of the new doctor-patient relationship — disease of women

The large intestine and the liver do not have much the same as the nerves, there is pain there is a serious matter. Moving the large intestine does not depend on neural control, but the hormonal control; so long as the repair of the large intestine of hormones on women's hormones can improve women's disorders of intestinal disease, after adjustment, you can remove the large gap, the will to improve women's uterine prolapse, urinary frequency problem.

Stool

Putrefaction: Means to stay in the body intestinal chyme of more than seven days, will have to stay long-term endotoxin.

Colon secretion: Fluid, lymph, immune B, T cells and. Secretions in the large intestine villi under the mesh, would form a long-term endotoxin.

VIII. Do the benefits of colon hydrotherapy and effectiveness

Fatigue; headache; irritability; gastrointestinal flatulence; memory impairment; insomnia; bad breath; overweight; cold hands and feet; change foul odor; urinary tract infection; unexplained pain; abnormal liver function; constipation; dull skin; decrease the immune function. Where you have over it? If yes: that too many toxins in your body, need Qingchang.

1 . removal of the large intestine of the harmful toxins, improve constipation, bloating, diarrhea, an effective cure for hemorrhoids, large ulcer prevention, colorectal cancer repair, build.

2 . Reduce the burden on the liver: portal vein to reduce the absorption of toxins, the liver to break
rehabilitation, enhanced detoxification, complete prevention of liver disease.

3.
**Effective purification of the blood:** significantly lower blood pressure, blood lipids, blood acid, blood sugar, effective in improving peripheral blood circulation and uric acid.

4.
Enhance the function of organs: liver, heart, spleen, lung, kidney can be a good break comprehensive rehabilitation, improvement of skin roughness, pitting, spot problems.

5.
Immune self-healing: the prevention of the ability to upgrade, you can effectively prevent virus attacks, disease prevention, prevention of cancer.

6.
The prevention of gynecological diseases: there are valid ozone devices for women's genital, anal for bactericidal anti-inflammatory, effective in preventing disease and women to redouble their clean and comfortable.

**The primary function of intestinal decontamination**

- **Acid detoxification:** From the physiology, anatomy, cytology of the point of view of the large intestine detoxification detoxification of the body accounted for more than 80%.

- **Immunization:** 80% of the human body in the intestinal immune structure around the accumulation of toxins within the body immune system is killer.

- **Repair of intestinal:** Digestive tract from the esophagus, the stomach, intestinal fat 12, small intestine, large intestine to the anus only; the large intestine as water clean-up principle, can be excluded from the entire intestinal tract, repair of stomach, intestine and small intestine 12 lipid problems.

- **Exchange transfusion:** Tantamount to a colon hydrotherapy an exchange transfusion, the rate of heme formation will be greatly improved.

- **Ventilation:** Tantamount to a colon hydrotherapy once ventilation, so that the human body through blood, and exhilarating!
In vivo intestinal decontamination DIY (body SPA) the effectiveness of the Group of Eight

- The restoration of gastrointestinal motility function.
- To improve the physical pain, abdominal obesity.
  - improve blotches, skin dark rough.
  - strengthen liver and kidney function, relieve the pressure.
  - improve constipation, sitting sores, abdominal distension and diarrhea.
  - improve headache, insomnia, bad breath, body odour.
  - improve high uric acid to prevent large ulcer, colon cancer.
  - improve high blood triglycerides, poor peripheral blood circulation.

IX. For the crowd and adapt to the symptoms

What are the symptoms for colon hydrotherapy needs?

Dysfunction as a result of the large intestine, causing bodily poisoning caused by the following symptoms:

(1) unexplained pain, lack of hardship, and bad temper, mental tension;

(2) face a bleak dull, haggard face, acne, stain, metabolic abnormalities (too fat or too thin);

(3) full-body skin appear, such as dry, sallow, swelling, ringworm, allergies, etc.;

(4), constipation, diarrhea, hemorrhoids, dyspepsia, colitis;

(5) a number of diseases such as dizziness, bad breath, armpit odor, etc. body odour is caused by toxins;

(6) the face of constant breeding of acne, that is constantly produced toxins;

(7) disease in the general adult high blood pressure, high cholesterol, heart disease, diabetes, rheumatism, parasites pollution, anal itching, due to metabolism, such as menstrual obstacles tend to cause the disease; (8) anxiety insomnia;

(9) Dysmenorrhea;
What types of people who need colon hydrotherapy?

Worried that people at risk of cancer of the people suffering from diabetic problems

Suffering from liver disease, kidney disease in people who want to cure skin disease

Gastroenterology can't treat well people have been suffering from cold cases were false

Motionless on the cold people who were abnormal blood pressure

Those who want to prevent the sudden death of tired of every day people who report back to the hospital

People who want to take medicine ineffective health and longevity of people

What are the medical and the large intestine-related diseases?

Conclusion of the study of medicine:

※ hemorrhoids, appendicitis, prostate, breast cancer, uterine and ovarian and uterine lesions such as dysplasia ....

※ lymphoid tissue variation, cellulitis, rheumatoid arthritis; lipid disorders, hyperlipidemia + rheumatoid arthritis; anemia, cardiovascular disease, frozen shoulders and back pain.

※ tonsillitis, hepatitis, liver swelling, cystitis, rhinitis, memory and vision loss ... and so on, are directly related to the large intestine.

※ Dermatology, Scleroderma disease, headache, excessive flatulence, gastrointestinal ulcers, irritable colon syndrome. Frequency of adult urine leak disease, constipation and obesity ... and so on.

※ depression, panic disorder, epilepsy, kidney failure, dialysis patients, osteoporosis.

X. Notes and taboos
Who do not suitable for purification of intestinal DIY?

※ arteriovenous aneurysm, paralysis, stroke, cardio-pulmonary-cerebral dysfunction, a serious ulcer or colon infarction, hernia;

※ After abdominal surgery, and patients with intestinal adhesion, ileocecal valve resection, and megacolon in patients with bleeding or perforation, intestinal surgery;

※ dialysis patients;

※ disable pregnancy;

※ instincts of hypertensive patients;

※ heart tonic;

※ patients with severe hemorrhoids;

※ disabled children under the age of six; 12 For the use of children under the age of the entire process to be accompanied by adults;

※ 12-year-old more minor, non-autonomous behavior among those who used with caution (for the use of the entire process to be accompanied by an adult);

※ shall not be carried out twice in one day or several times throughout the water treatment (i.e. more than 30 minutes over the whole water treatment);

After the purification of intestinal DIY NOTES:
※ one-time items for personal anal, anal canal should be avoided more than the same single-use or use more than two months;

※ failure, not the unauthorized demolition;

※ ban on the use of cold or too hot for enteral SPA;

※ shall not be below 0 ℃ at room temperature, water vapor, high electromagnetic radiation environment in the transportation, storage and use of this equipment;